
AP English Language and 
Composition Summer Assignment 2019 
In Cold Blood Rhetorical Analysis  

Rhetorical Analysis Intro  

AP Language is all about rhetoric (a.k.a., the art of persuasive communication). Read through the entire packet before reading 
your summer reading book. This summer you’ll be reading one of the classic works of American rhetoric, Truman Capote’s In Cold 
Blood, so please purchase a copy straight away (ISBN 978-0679745587).  

You will need to read very carefully and take notes on interesting ideas, persuasive techniques, or stylistic observations in the text 
and in the margins. Also while reading, you should be working to complete the chart below to help you organize your thoughts as you 
prepare to write your rhetorical analysis essay when you come back to school. The chart will also be checked for completion at the 
end of summer.  

At the very beginning of the school year, you will be writing a rhetorical analysis based on your summer reading. When writing a 
rhetorical analysis, all you're really doing is writing about the author’s strategies that you observed when reading the text critically. 
Below is a set of guidelines devised to help you organize the thoughts from your critical reading process. These guidelines are 
designed to help you identify which aspects of the text you might consider discussing, and they offer you some direction in terms of 
organizing your paper. Remember that you do not have to cover all of these aspects when writing a formal rhetorical analysis.  

Rhetorical Analysis: Critical Reading Guide  

When you are asked to do a rhetorical analysis of a text, you are being asked to apply your critical reading skills to break down 
the "whole" of the text into the sum of its parts. You try to determine what the writer is trying to achieve (his/her purpose), and 
what writing strategies he/she is using to try to achieve it (see Basic Rhetorical Techniques).  

Reading critically means more than just being moved, affected, informed, influenced, and persuaded by a piece of writing. Reading 
critically also means analyzing and understanding how the work has achieved its effect. Below is a list of questions to ask yourself 
when you begin to analyze a piece of prose. These questions can be used even if you're being asked only to read the text rather than 
write a formal analysis (a guide to help you write a rhetorical analysis essay follows this section). This list is simply one method for 
getting you started on reading (and then writing) more critically.  

Questions to ask while reading your summer assignment 
critically:  

● What is the writers' purpose? To explain? To inform? To anger? Persuade? Amuse? Motivate? Sadden? Ridicule? Anger? 
Is there more than one purpose? Does the purpose shift at all throughout the text?  
● What is the sentence structure like in the text? Does the writer use fragments or run-ons? Are sentences long, short, or perhaps 
mixed? Are there any patterns in the sentence structure? Can you make any connections between the patterns and the 
writers' purpose (i.e. Why did the writer choose the sentence structure he/she did)?  
● Does the writer use dialogue? Quotations? To what effect?  
● How does the writer use diction? Is it formal? Informal? Technical? Jargon? Slang? Is the language emotionally evocative? 



Does the language change throughout the piece? How does the language contribute to the writers' aim?  
● Are there any particularly vivid images that stand out? What effect do these images have on the writers' purpose?  

Basic Rhetorical Techniques personification – when non-living things are 
given human characteristics simile – comparison using like or as (can be 
extended) metaphor – comparison without using like or as (can be extended) 
repetition – repeated us of words, sentence structure, or ideas to stress 
importance hyperbole – exaggeration irony – when what happens is the opposite 
of what’s expected (focus on verbal) paradox – contradictory ideas or situations 
presented together  
allusion – reference to something outside of the text that the author assumes the reader will know (historical, mythological, biblical, 
Shakespearian, literary) rhetorical questioning – asking a question without expecting an answer to prove a point and to further an 
argument euphemism – language meant to conceal the true meaning of an idea or to make something sound less severe pun – a 
play on words diction – word choice; in high quality writing, always chosen for a deliberate purpose syntax –sentence structure; 
the way words are arranged to create sentences tone – the author’s attitude on a subject; expressed through diction and syntax 
Ethos – an author’s appeal to persuade an audience using her/his credibility Pathos – an author’s appeal to persuade an audience 
using emotion Logos – an author’s appeal to persuade an audience using logic  
Fill out this Graphical Organizer by answering the question in each box. Questions in ITALICS must be supported with at 
least two examples from In Cold Blood (with page number citations) to support your answer. When filling out the chart 
below, you may choose to print it and handwrite (only if your handwriting is very small and neat) or type directly into the 
boxes, which will expand to accommodate what you enter, then print.  

Rhetorical Analysis Graphic 
Organizer  

What the Writer SAYS What the Writer DOES  

What topic(s) is this book about? (different from: 
“who are the main characters,” or “what happens”)  

yond its plot, what does the author want us to understand 
t we wouldn’t/couldn’t without this book?  

Who is the author’s intended audience? How does the author try to reach them?  



What is the problem the author attempts to deal with? Why does the author choose to address this problem?  

What is the author’s solution to the problem? Why does the author choose this solution? What effect does it  
create
?  

Why What is the writer’s tone? Is it expressed through formal,  
does the author use this type of tone? What effect does it informal, technical, slang, or other types of 
diction/syntax?  
create? Are certain words repeated? Is the language emotionally charged?  
How did the writer arrange his or her ideas? Specific to general? Chronological? Compare/contrast? 
Other?  
Did the arrangement of ideas, or the way the author developed them create some sort of effect? What 
purpose does it serve? Why did the author arrange his/her ideas this way?  
What type of appeals does the writer use? Ethos? Logos? Pathos?  
Why would the writer choose to use these appeals? Which appeal is the most effective in supporting the 
author’s claim?  
Are there any other important rhetorical features or strategies that you noticed? What techniques does the 
writer use (irony, allusion, simile, metaphor, etc.) Does the writer use repetition or emphasis on 
punctuation?  
Why were these used? Do they influence the audience in any way?  
REMEMBER THIS CHART WILL BE COLLECTED WHEN  
YOU RETURN TO SCHOOL!  
*This assignment relies heavily on a similar summer reading assignment from Conard High School.  


